Development of distortion product emissions in the gerbil: "filter" response and signal delay.
Amplitude and phase responses of distortion product otoacoustic emissions as a function of stimulus frequency ratio were measured for frequencies between 2 and 48 kHz, in Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculates) aged 15 to 30 days after birth. After baseline measurements, furosemide was administered to distinguish active from passive emissions. At all ages, structure in the form of multiple peaks was observed in the amplitude responses of specific odd-order emissions. This structure depended on the emission frequency, not the stimulus frequency ratio, and did not generally depend on the stimulus amplitude. Nor was it dependent on the functioning of the cochlear amplifier: At moderate stimulus levels, the observed emission distribution simply shifted to lower amplitudes when the cochlear amplifier was made temporarily dysfunctional by furosemide injection. The center frequencies and widths of the peaks in the amplitude response did not generally change with age, except that the relative amplitudes of the higher-frequency peaks were increased in younger animals. At 2 kHz, however, the distribution showed other evidence of maturation, with the frequency of maximum emission moving downward with age. The phase responses yielded estimates of the round trip signal (group or traveling wave) delay. At a given frequency, the active signal delay typically decreased substantially with increasing stimulus level. However, there was a rapid variation in delay as the stimulus level passed the normal active-passive crossover level. At stimulus levels measured relative to the active-passive crossover level, i.e., either 20 or 30 dB lower, the active signal delay decreased only slightly with age. Overall, both filter response and signal delay characteristics were found to be essentially mature near the onset of hearing.